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Classification is based on characteristics of ambient noise into frequency domain and time domain, the sea state is further classified by a model consisting of three stages, namely class determination, allocation and identification [3] . Better results in seastate classification can be obtained in the frequency domain by applying the third octave spectrum as a parameterized signal of ambient noise.
To calculate shipping noise, the numbers of ships moving in the defined area are counted [4] . The noises which are generated by specific sources for ambient noise have their characteristic frequency, time signatures and also characteristic occurrences, durations. Eliminating the extreme weather events will have larger impact on gross percentile statistics, particularly at higher frequencies. Hence it allows the estimate of ambient noise in an area, if all of local shipping and the extreme weather periods are eliminated.
Chaotic characteristics of noise signals which are radiated from ships using the power spectrum analysis, singular spectrum analysis, Lyapunov exponents and correlation dimensions are studied [6] . It is difficult to detect and recognize the weak underwater acoustic signals because of the ocean ambient noise. The performance of underwater acoustic system depends on the characteristics of ambient field and signals. Random process theory has been employed as power tool in modeling complex signals like underwater acoustics and radar.
Since it uses only statistical characteristics of signals on specific random assumptions, the loss of information about the characteristics of pattern signals and the ambient signals is unavoidable. This may be another important reason, added to the complexity of ocean circumstance, for which the performance of underwater acoustics system is hard to improve.
III. SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION
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